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ABSTRACT  
  

The transitioning of armed actors into political parties following a peace 

accord is not a new phenomenon and the debate for how we can facilitate 

such a transition is well explored. A grey area of the debate, however, 

concerns transitioned actors’ long-term commitment to peace, as relapses are 

known to have occurred on many occasions. How are successful transitions 

sustained and what are the facilitating mechanisms? Through a case study of 

Sinn Féin in Northern Ireland, this thesis aims to contribute to the very limited 

debate on the facilitation of peace continuity of transitioned actors. Interviews 

were conducted in Belfast during the fall of 2018. The present-time 

contextual changes posed by the United Kingdom exiting the European union, 

which endangers the 1998 peace agreement that helped facilitate Sinn Féin’s 

transition, provides a good case for studying the institutional resilience to 

violent relapse of a transitioned actor. The findings show that Sinn Féin 

display strong levels of institutional resilience, which can help the institution 

to abstain from relapses into violence caused by contextual changes such as 

Brexit.  

  

Key words:  Institutional resilience, Northern Ireland, Sinn Féin, sustainable peace 

building, rebel to party transformation, peace continuation  
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1. INTRODUCTION   
  

Literature on transitions of armed groups from warfare to politics has developed rapidly in 

the last few decades. Innovative and experimental strategies to achieve armed group 

transformations (Bruderlein 2004), case studies of armed group transitions (Michael 2006; 

Álvarez 2010; Gervais 2017), comparative case studies (Ishiyama & Batta 2011; Manning 

2004; Deonandan et al. 2007), evaluations of the roles of political processes (Lyons 2005; 

Grisham 2012) and international actors (Devon & De Zeeuw 2010) paints a colourful yet 

coherent understanding of the importance of political inclusion and dialogue.   

  

Wittig (2016) criticizes modern rebel-to-party transformation academia, arguing it is 

flawed by assumptions that cloud understandings of politics and militia in post-conflict 

zones and defaulted differentiations between rebel groups and political parties by their use 

or non-use of violence. She also criticizes modern literature's bypassing of historical 

legacy, such as hierarchical and authoritarian structures and the harm they can pose to the 

validity of a transition. In opposition to popular arguments encouraging political 

participation for successful transitions, she notes that socializing armed actors into peaceful 

conduct through political invitation is not sufficient. Söderström (2014) similarly argues 

transitions not to translate into the adoption of democratic conduct. This is indicated by 

peace accords assessments reviewing the importance of incorporating the issue in peace 

agreements – which somewhat contra intuitively, have shown to be marginal (Söderberg 

& Hatz 2016).    

  

Sindre and Söderström (2016) provide an enlightened addition to this debate, entering the 

issue of ex-armed groups relapsing. They highlight that the continuous functioning of ex-

combatants as political parties has been forgotten in research and makes a compelling 

argument for the need for attention in this field, naming seven cases where ex-armed groups 

turned political parties reverted to armed groups again, like the Islamic Renaissance Party 

of Tajikistan (IRTP) in Tajikistan and the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) in 

Pakistan, both of which relapsed within a few months after signed accords (Saud 2010; 
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Haq 1995). In some cases, like the organizations Hamas and Hezbollah, reverse transitions 

have even been exploited strategically as the groups move back and forwards depending 

on situational context (Berti 2016). These cases provide examples of relapses occurring 

within an acclimatizing period in relative closeness to a peace accord, but long-term cases 

have not been studied.   

  

At present, the debate on how strong successfully transitioned actors are when challenged 

to the core decades away from a peace accord, is neglected, if not non-existent. In the 

interest of this debate, Sinn Féin becomes an interesting case to study due to their history 

of violence endorsement and the contextual changes Brexit pose to the 1998 Good Friday 

Agreement (GFA) that facilitated their transition. Sinn Féin was formerly a violence 

endorsing actor, whose transition into peaceful politics following the GFA, and main 

reason for controversy, has been widely scrutinized (Bean 2008). Bean (2008) has written 

one of the most comprehensive recollections of Sinn Féin’s transition from cheerleaders 

of the terrorist labelled Irish Republican Army (IRA) to political party. In his book ‘The 

new politics of Sinn Féin’, he provides an in-depth recollection of the power reallocation 

of the IRA and Sinn Féin1, how the two re-strategized and evolved, as well as a 

comprehensive account of Northern Irish Republican history and the implications of the 

GFA on Sinn Féin’s transition.   

  

Undoubtedly due to its controversy in the ongoing negotiations between the European 

Union (EU) and Great Britain about the latter's leaving the union, the debate on the 

Northern Ireland peace process in relation to Brexit has caused a myriad of new articles 

and speculations. One of the most hard-pressed points in the negotiations is the 

                                                 
1 Sinn Féin and the IRA are often compounded as one group in literature referring to the transition 
from armed group to political party. It is important to make a distinction between Sinn Féin and the 
IRA, as the transition in reality was a power reallocation, and the IRA was absorbed into Sinn Féin 
once they disbanded. To clarify, the IRA was the only real armed group in this context, whereas 
Sinn Féin was, and continues to this day to be a political party. Anytime the transition from armed 
group to political party is mentioned in this thesis, it is in reference to the reallocation of power, 
and strategic shift between Sinn Féin and the IRA. (see 5.1 and 5.2)  
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importance of keeping the Irish border friction free to maintain the legitimacy of the GFA 

and prevent a resurge of violence (Clarke 2018; Garcia 2018; Phinnemore et al. 2018) as 

seen during the 1960s – 1998, armed conflict known as The Troubles (Ranelagh 2012) 

(See further information on the border issue and the GFA in chapters 2.3 and 2.4). 

Conflict rekindling in Northern Ireland has consequently become a real concern to many 

(Savage 2018) as Brexit might threaten peace by forcing communities to pick sides 

against each other and revive old issues (Stevenson 2017). Fuelling the fortitude of 

Northern Ireland Republicans and posing a potential source of incentive to radical actors, 

it has also moved Sinn Féin´s most defining question of a reunification of Ireland, closer 

to reality than ever before (Fletcher 2018). Thus, facing renewed incentive and a 

potentially destabilized GFA, the party, which have been committed to peace for 20 

years, stands before a dramatic contextual challenge.  

 

Although current research provides plenty to the debate on rebellion-to-politics transitions, 

the case of relapse prevention remains uncharted (Sindre & Söderström 2016), especially 

in relation to historically stable transitions. To illustrate, while Manning and Smith (2016) 

found that armed groups produced 72 new political parties between 1990 and 2009, there 

is no data for how many of these were sustained or how they functioned in the years 

following the transition. Transitions failing or succeeding have in large, and contradictory 

to the findings of Wittig (2016), been regarded as cases of meso-scale assimilation and 

socialisation. After displaying relative stability, successfully transitioned actors such as 

Sinn Féin, have been left to their own device, and thus any relapses of these have remained 

uninvestigated. This lack of consideration regarding transitioned actors in relation to 

peaceful continuance, offers to the field a significant and broad research gap to be explored. 

In order to completely understand peace maintenance and democratization, and to stimulate 

and facilitate successful armed group transitions, it is essential to develop the 

understandings of how to prevent relapses in the short term, and significantly in the long-

term, by studying transitioned actors. Deeper knowledge and definable mechanisms will 

expand the peace movement apparatus beyond the transition, and through better 

predictability aid the facilitation of successful and permanent transitions, permitting long 
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lasting, democratic and sustainable peace. This thesis will adapt the concept of institutional 

resilience to review its applicability and relevance in regard to aforementioned matters.  

Further considerations and definitions of this concept can be found in chapter 3.   

 

1.2. Research objective  

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the debate on how formerly armed actors who 

transition into politics can avoid relapsing when challenged with contextual change. This 

thesis will through a case study of the Northern Irish political party Sinn Féin, explore the 

issue of relapse prevention through the lens of the concept of institutional resilience, within 

the context of the contextual changes Brexit poses to the GFA and the social-political 

climate.   

1.3. Research questions  

1. What mechanisms facilitated the pacifistic evolution and merging of Sinn Féin and the 

IRA throughout and following the transition from armed group to political party?  

  

2. How does Sinn Féin abstain from violence and what are the mechanisms developed in 

the party to resist a return to violence endorsement?  

  

3. In how far can the characteristics of institutional resilience sustain peaceful continuity?  

1.4. Methodological and analytical framework   

This qualitatively conducted thesis explores peace continuation and relapse prevention of 

formerly armed, transitioned actors undergoing contextual challenge. Sinn Féin have 

been chosen for their historic relation to the contemporary changes posed by Brexit, and 

in relevance to the research objective of transitioned actors. Accepting that there is no one 

answer, I have chosen to approach the issue narrowly through the lens of institutional 

resilience to a relapse of violence. Semi-structured interviews have been used to extract 

deep information on the issue and an abductive reasoning have yielded a plausible 
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conclusion in relation to the analytical framework. Field research have in a unique way 

allowed the objective to be pursued amidst contemporarily unfolding events in a post 

conflict zone undergoing stress and have been invaluable to circumstantial understanding 

and appropriate evolution of the research design.  

 

1.5. Structure  

This thesis is organized into six chapters.  Chapter 1, Introduction. Provides the reader 

with fundamental context on issue, prior literature, actors and background needed to fully 

appreciate the research problem, relevance, objective and research questions that guides 

the thesis. Chapter 2. Background chapter. Extends and deepens the contextual 

understanding of the case and explanatory properties relating to issue origin as well as 

contemporary and impending events, using additional review of literature.  Chapter 3. 

Analytical Framework. Offers a guide to the theoretical concept. Relevant current 

definitions are presented and a concept definition of institutional resilience, specifically 

designed for this thesis is developed and motivated. Chapter 4. Methodological 

framework. The method by which this thesis has been designed and research undertaken 

is detailed and motivated. Chapter 5. Findings and analysis. The choice has been made to 

combine findings and analysis under this one chapter. While I recognize that it is not a 

recommended format, I have chosen to stand by it for the enriching properties that would 

be lost through chapter separation. Findings are presented in linear form and lapsed with 

analytic input. Chapter 6. Conclusion. Main findings are summarized and put in relation 

to the research questions and objective of the thesis. Lastly, shortcomings are 

contemplated, and future research suggested.  
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2. BACKGROUND CHAPTER  

2.1. Northern Ireland history and Segregation  

Northern Ireland is a province of the United Kingdom (UK) compounded by 6 counties on 

the northeast region of the Island of Ireland, sharing a southeast border with the Republic 

of Ireland. It was established in 1921 under the Government of Ireland act, partitioning the 

island into North and South with different parliaments, making Northern Ireland a part of 

the UK (Ranelagh 2012).   

  

Stemming from a history of discriminatory policy and law making against Roman 

Catholics in the UK, Catholic oppression fuelled a distinction and polarization in Northern 

Ireland, developing between two identity groups separated along religious, ethnic and 

national lines. The Protestant Unionist settlers who identify as British, and the Catholic 

Republican natives who identify as Irish. Though some Protestants sympathized with 

Republican values, and some Catholics with Unionist values, this was an exception. With 

two thirds of the population being Protestants (McKittrick & McVea 2012), a Unionist 

political supremacy was promptly recognized (Ranelagh 2012), causing the already toxic 

polarization to inflate (McKittrick & McVea 2012).  

  

In the late 19th century, Republican pressure built for Irish home rule, in which a parliament 

working under Westminster would be established in Dublin to oversee domestic affairs 

(Ranelagh 2012). Unionists strongly opposed the idea, fearing it would undermine the UK 

and threaten the union, thus ending their Protestant primacy. As the government began to 

enact the home rule 1912, resistance grew in the northeast where most Protestant settlers 

resided, casing paramilitary groups to emerge on each side of the dispute in preparation for 

armed struggle. By the time the WW1 ended in 1918, the demand for Home rule had been 

replaced by a demand for Irish sovereignty due to the brief but crucial Easter risings of 

1916, when Dublin Republicans were swiftly and brutally defeated by British armed forces 

(McKittrick & McVea 2012).  
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The Irish Republican War of Independence broke out and the IRA, a newly formed 

paramilitary group and military branch of Republican party Sinn Féin, embarked on a 

campaign of violence against the British army. In 1920, Westminster passed the 

Government of Ireland act in an attempt at satisfying both Republicans and Unionists. The 

act granted a home rule parliament to the 26 south-west counties of Ireland while 

establishing a separate, British ruled parliament in Stormont for the remaining 6 counties 

in North-east Ireland, who would continue to send MPs to Westminster. Irish Unionists 

accepted this deal reluctantly as they recognized the need to seize what they could in the 

face of rising Irish nationalism. Catholic Republicans rejected the act and continued 

fighting for another year until the 26 counties of Ireland were declared the Irish free State 

in 1921 (McKittrick & McVea 2012).   

  

In the time leading up to the conflict known as The Troubles, Northern Irish Protestants 

continued to enjoy political, social and economic supremacy from outnumbering the 

Catholic minority and pushing bigotry policy making. Despite relative comfort, an 

unrequited love from Northern Ireland Unionists towards the UK was arguably exposed. 

Facing increasing uncertainty of falling behind, attempts to reaffirm Protestant dominance 

in the region caused worsened discrimination against Catholics and communal 

sectarianism and segregation to spiral (McKittrick & McVea 2012).  

2.2. The Troubles  

While Northern Ireland was not involved in the Irish civil war, violence escalated as 

paramilitary groups continued their violent campaigns in response to discrimination. In 

1969, human rights NGOs started protesting though marches and demonstrations. In a four-

day march crossing Northern Ireland, the up until then peaceful manifestation took a turn 

for the worse. Stones were thrown from a few of the marchers and riots started when police 

took up arms against the protesters as they reached Londonderry (Derry). Escalating in the 

launching of British troops, organized violent riots erupted all over Northern Ireland, with 

the conflict eventually culminating in the Falls in West Belfast (Sanders & Wood 2012).    
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Following the breakout of the Troubles, the Republican movements split into different 

fractions (Ranelagh 2012). The IRA split into the official and the Provisional IRA(PIRA), 

the latter being larger and more militant. The PIRA viewed the core issue quite 

simplistically -if the British withdrew from Northern Ireland the problem would be solved. 

The PIRA soon became known as the Catholic defenders and ran a bloody campaign of 

bombings and guerrilla warfare against the British Army with the materialistic support of 

actors like Dublin and the United States (US). In 1971, the British army began capturing 

known representatives of the IRA, hoping it would weaken the organization. Having the 

opposite effect, it resulted in increased support and violence, something that was fuelled 

even more by the event known as Bloody Sunday, during which 13 civilians were shot 

dead by British military.   

  

In 1981 the public support of the IRA abroad was strengthened with the death of 10 

imprisoned Republicans on hunger strike, allowing the group the acquire significant 

funding used for bombings and killings on the UK mainland. At the time of the strike, one 

of the participants, Bobby Sands, became an elected MP of the Westminster parliament, 

inspiring Sinn Féin to participate in mandate-elections parallel to IRA paramilitary activity 

in a new strategy called “Armalite and ballot box”. Throughout late 1980s, the IRA and 

Sinn Féin started losing public support due to large-scale bombings by the IRA that caused 

the deaths of a great number of Republican and Unionist civilians. As peace talks came 

about in late 1990s, Sinn Féin reassessed their military strategy and signed up to principles 

of democracy and nonviolence, causing another split of the IRA. Those who were 

unsatisfied sorted themselves into dissident Republican groups and continued to seek 

political achievements through violence. The peace talks would collapse and be re-engaged 

several times before finally in 1998 resulting in comprise and the signing of the GFA peace 

accord (Fay et al. 1999). Those in the IRA who supported the peace process were gradually 

merged into Sinn Féin or assimilated into society by 2005, when the IRA officially 

disbanded (Creegan 2005).  
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2.3. The Good Friday agreement  

The cornerstone of the GFA is a two-way compromise. Put shortly, the Republic of Ireland 

would repeal their claim on Northern Ireland and in return get to take part in the governance 

of the region through cross-border bodies called North/South Ministerial Councils. Britain 

would keep sovereignty over Northern Ireland, but only for as long as the province's 

electoral majority wished for it. All Northern Irelanders would be able to hold both British 

and Irish passports and the border between North and south of Ireland would become 

invisible through trade policies of the European Union (EU). The GFA thus managed to 

remove tangible political issues of all parties, as all sides got a solution in which their 

claims were met to some extent (Stevenson 1998). While the GFA has flaws, like echoing 

segregation and excluding minor parties though mandating all members of parliament to 

declare their Republican or Unionist belonging, it has allowed for peace to grow in 

Northern Ireland. The peace process is still deemed as ongoing, but thanks to the GFAs 

two-side accommodating properties, the people of Northern Ireland enjoy relative stability 

and human rights despite continued segregation (Hall 2018).   

2.4. Brexit and the border issue  

In 2016 the UK held a referendum on their membership in the EU, nicknamed Brexit. The 

vote to leave won by 52% to 48% and immediately resulted in a collapse of the pound, 

retraction of multinational companies and unprecedented violence against immigrants. The 

reason behind Brexit can be debated, but “taking back control”, -the main Brexit catch 

phrase, was a strong driver. Generally, the scare of uncontrolled immigration following the 

2014 refugee wave, alongside fears of economical entrapment of EU trade regulations are 

considered main motivators. While the UK voted to leave, the majority of Northern  

Irelanders voted to stay, as it would almost certainly entail some form of border between  

Ireland and Northern Ireland to be re-established in order to manage the would-be outer  

EU-border (Gietel‐Basten 2016). This issue was little discussed during the Brexit campaign 

but seeing the light of day, it dominates the negotiations, sparking outrage as it risks 

bringing back issues neutralized by the GFA. The prospects of the GFA being undermined 
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by a border has therefore generated concerns of a return to conflict (Berberi 2017) as latent 

tensions might be brought to the surface amongst Republicans and Unionists (Garry et al.  

2018).   

  

The EU recognized the need for a Back-stop in Northern Ireland to work as a safety net in 

case of a no-deal Brexit, in which the UK would leave the EU without any regulations or 

agreements put in place, consequently mandating the need for a strong outer border. The 

backstop is designed to have Northern Ireland remain in the customs union, which would 

practically move the customs border into the Irish sea, bypassing the need for border 

checkpoints along the Irish border. Just as Brexit itself, this has sparked outrage in the UK 

(Murphy 2018). While predominantly Sinn Féin Republicans in Northern Ireland, who 

voted remain, has deemed the backstop a “least worst option” (McDonald 2018), Unionists 

are far from happy as they consider it a first step towards separating them from the rest of 

the union (Murphy 2018)   
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3. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK  

3.1. Defining resilience  

Literature on resilience covers many definitions as it is a growing concept, increasingly 

popular in peace and development. Resilience has by Interpeace (2018) been defined 

broadly as a locally owned and driven entity whose very nature stems from within people 

and communities. Menkhaus (2012) defines resilience on micro level as the ability of a 

person to bounce back and cope with chronic challenge. Puligny (2014) conceptualizes a 

meso/macro level resilience sub-group, “societal resilience” and defines it as “the capacity 

of a group, community, or society at large to cope with stresses and disturbances as a result 

of social, political, and environmental change and to adjust while still retaining essentially 

the same functions and feedbacks by the people” (Pouligny 2014 p 4).   

  

The meso level sub-group “institutional resilience” is an entity in its own, and no universal 

definition has been reached, partially as the concept is fairly unemployed. Herrfahrdt-Pähle 

and Pahl-Wostls (2012) outline it as a balance between change and continuity that installs 

trust in members of the institution. De Stefano et al. (2012) looks to the institutional 

capability of absorbing perturbations while maintaining structures and functions. Other 

definitions tend to be more case specific, and not as widely applicable as the ones 

previously mentioned. Kühn (2015) employs institutional resilience in the context of 

failures to enforce nuclear weapons deterrence. While he pushes an intriguing argument on 

the issue of nuclear deterrence, the concept definition is too narrow for being universally 

applied on institutions outside the context. Bratberg (2009) explores institutional resilience 

in relation to drastic changes and provides an interesting take on the concept dynamics and 

how institutions evolve and devolve during change. As the concept is not clearly explained 

however, the reader is left to understand institutional resilience from context, making it 

inapplicable beyond case specifics.   
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3.2. Defining institutions  

Institutions are generally thought of as systems of rules and norms but depending on the 

context, the concept lacks a collectively agreed upon definition. North (1991) famously 

defined institutions as “the rules of the game” (North 1991 p 98), a human invention 

engineered to reduce uncertainty and create stability in social interactions. While this 

definition is well-crafted, for this thesis, a definition not only describing the institution as 

an entity but explaining the nature and dynamics of institutional change as well is more 

desired.    

  

Kozyreva (2015) takes Norths (1991) concept and builds from it a narrowed definition of 

social institutions with explanatory and forecasting properties; “ A social institution is an 

open social system, in which a social actor is the element and bearer of its properties, which 

aims to satisfy certain social needs, includes a set of formal and informal norms, values, 

statuses and roles that are expressed in specific normative, ideal and organizational social 

structures and relatively stable social practices” (Kozyreva 2015 p 221). The definition 

presumes that participants have individual norms, values, beliefs, expectations and 

worldviews, and that these become subjects of great stress when the rules of the game 

undergo dramatic change, as individual qualities cannot change as rapidly. This explains 

the complex relationship between an institution and its participants, and the reason for 

institutional vulnerability to change as directly linked to its participants. It also enables 

forecasting of institutional responds to change, thus making this definition highly relevant 

when studying institutional resilience in relation to contextual changes.  

3.3. Defining institutional resilience  

As previously mentioned, Herrfahrdt-Pähle and Pahl-Wostls (2012) describe institutional 

resilience as a balance of continuity and change. They define it by an institution’s ability 

to; (1) Withstand disturbances and thus provide stability and reduce uncertainty in the SES 

(Social ecological system), and (2) change (and thus provide flexibility) in the medium to 

long term to react to the uncertainties of a changing environment and/or changes in the 

social system (Herrfahrdt-Pähle and Pahl-Wostls 2012 p 2). This definition also argues that 
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institutions advance with diversity and competition from other institutions. Competition 

results in adaptive cycles, that combine the continuity of slower cycles with the change of 

faster ones. Diversity involves a set of functions that demand stability and flexibility. The 

most rigid ones, such as institutional structures, accommodates stability through its relative 

permanency, while changeable ones, such as demographic constitution demands flexibility 

to manage and react to internal and external changes. The second definition considered (De 

Stefano et al. 2012) describes institutional resilience as the ability of a social ecological 

system to absorb perturbations without changing the original institutional setup. It 

complements Herrfahrdt-Pähle and Pahl-Wostl, as it suggests the ability of an institution 

to engage in external change in the short term without significant or noticeable change 

internally, and to take hits without it causing panic in the SES.   

  

Inspired by the definitions of De Stefano (2012) and Herrfahrdt-Pähle and Pahl-Wostls 

(2012), this thesis defines institutional resilience as a balance between change and 

continuity, that enables an institution to:  

  

Withstand disturbances and thereby provide stability and reduce uncertainty amongst 

institutional participants (Continuity and stability).  

  

Adapt to changes in the medium to long term in reaction to uncertainties from internal and 

external changes, and thus provide flexibility (Change and flexibility).  

  

Absorb short notice impact without causing institutional participants to lose confidence in 

the institutional setup (Change and/or continuity).  

  

Diversity and competition will be considered as a complementary factor but is not deemed 

as a defining property due to its contextual premises. This framework will be applied as a 

tool for understanding the mechanisms that led Sinn Féin’s transition, and in exploring 

structural causes for the continuation of peace and abstention from violence.   
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4. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK  
This thesis is an abductively approached, qualitative case study performed through field 

research with snowball sampling as the main tool for attaining data. Conclusions have been 

reached based upon the most probable indications presented by research findings in relation 

to the analytical framework.  

4.1. Abductive reasoning  

Research has been approached abductively, as the case put in relation to a concept, have 

produced a new theoretical understanding of the relationship between the two (Bryman 

2015). Danermark et al. motivates abduction before deduction and induction for questions 

like “How does a social scientist discover that certain behaviour is a manifestation of a 

normative structure?” (Danermark et al. 2002 p 89), a question which in its core 

characterizes the undertaking of this thesis.  

4.2. Qualitative case study  

Case studies are highly appropriate for researching topics where little literature is available 

(Creswell 2013) as it allows for questions in relation to contemporary changes in political 

and social climate. Though the method has been criticized for not producing independent 

outcomes, it is useful for research that threads new grounds in exploratory stages. 

Specifically, it is useful in a set of current events (Rowley 2002), such as Brexit in relation 

to Northern Ireland and the unexplored area of correlations between institutional resilience 

and peace continuation. A qualitative approach outweighs a quantitative approach for the 

purpose of in-debt gathering of personal accounts, experiences and attitudes in this thesis.  

4.3. Sampling and data collection  

The primary method used in gathering interviewees was so called snowball sampling, 

where the interviewee network is developed through the connections of one first 

interviewee, who knows someone -who know someone etc. The secondary method of 

gathering interviewees initiated the primary method of snowball sampling and was 
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conducted through e-mail inquiries and on-site visits. All interviewees were sampled 

purposively, i.e. significantly chosen for relevant experience and expertise on the thesis 

topic (Bryman 2012).    

  

In total, 11 semi-structured interviews were conducted. Target group 1(T1) was identified 

as key informants and target group 2(T2) as complementary informants. Participants in T1 

are defined as supporters of Sinn Féin. Under this definition, anyone who votes for Sinn 

Féin, including politicians, activists, ex-IRA members, and youth wing members were 

included. The interviewees have been labelled according to group belonging and in order 

of interview completion. The first interviewee from T1, consisting of Sinn Féin supporters 

is hence labelled SF1. T1 consists of; one male active politician and activist aged 28 (SF1), 

one male ex-IRA member and current Sinn Féin representative and politician aged 60 

(SF2), one male Sinn Féin voter and primary school principal (SF3), one female Sinn Féin 

voter and community worker (SF4) and one male Sinn Féin voter, student and member of 

Ógra Sinn Féin (youth wing of party) aged 25 (SF5).   

  

Participants in T2 was defined as consisting of informed, neutral or non-supporters of Sinn 

Féin, and was selected to complement the findings of T1, which due to the nature of politics 

was expected to be one sided. T2 is for the simplicity of being determined as well-informed, 

consisting of academics in relevant fields, and non-governmental organizations in the field 

of peace and development. The interviewees have been labelled according to group 

belonging and in order of interview completion. The first interviewee from T2, consisting 

of academics and NGOs is hence labelled A/NGO1. T2 consists of; one male professor of 

European politics, aged 51 (A/NGO1), one male professor of Queens university requesting 

anonymity (A/NGO2), one male professor of Political Economy, aged 54(A/NGO3), one 

male professor of political history aged 40 (A/NGO4, one male NGO representative and 

peace worker aged approximately 65 (A/NGO5) and one female lecturer of Philosophy 

aged 37 (A/NGO6) Further details concerning the interviewees can be found in the 

appendix.   
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The initial ambition to include a wide range of equal numbers of men and women, as well 

as having a broad generational span, proved difficult in practice due to the use of snowball 

sampling. All interviews were semi-structured and open ended. After the first two 

interviews with SF1 and SF2, it was evident that some questions were not as relevant as 

originally planned for. Interview questions were therefore modified when needed 

throughout the research, as greater understanding of events and actors accumulated. The 

target groups were identified prior to field dispatch and kept broad to accommodate for 

potential limitations discussed in the limitations and delimitations section.   

  

The interviews were transcribed from recordings (with the expectation of the live 

transcription of SF1 who, observing Sinn Féin party policy, did not want to be recorded 

during the interview) and coded separately for T1 and T2, into thematic sub categories of 

relevant and/or reoccurring themes, using initially whole paragraphs, reduced to words and 

short sentences. Interviews were conducting under casual circumstances and with the 

setting chosen by the interviewee. Settings included interviewee offices (SF1, SF2, SF4, 

A/NGO3, A/NGO4, A/NGO5, A/NGO6) and cafés (SF3, SF5, A/NGO1, A/NGO2).  

4.4. Validity  

While the validity of the interviewee’s disclosures cannot be proven true or false, it is 

strengthened through reoccurring themes in the findings chapter. The predispositions by 

which T1 and T2 answered in relation to their ideological and political belonging are 

unavoidable but no less relevant for the findings. Due to the nature of politics, active 

politicians in Sinn Féin were expected to answer according to their professional positions 

as representatives of the party. Secondary sources have mainly included academic literature 

all of which being subjects of scrutiny to ensure legitimacy and relevance. Some news 

articles and personal observations have been incorporated as well to accommodate 

individual perceptions, observations and attitudes that were not covered in the interviews. 

I encourage readers to keep in mind the unaccountability of news articles and the personal 

influence of observations in relevance to their validity.  
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4.5. Limitations and delimitations  

This research is delimited to small target groups (SF and A/NGO) in a large context 

(Brexit), and to a small region (Belfast). The context of the thesis determined the location 

and targets groups of the research. Brexit being ongoing during writing, this thesis was 

provided with a unique opportunity to study contemporary and context changing events 

unfolding day by day in a post-conflict zone. Belfast was chosen for having been the old 

conflict central and current capital of Northern Ireland, as well as the head quarter for Sinn 

Féin in Northern Ireland. Sinn Féin were chosen as the subjects for their prominent role 

during the Troubles, their so far successful transition from violence endorsing to peaceful 

political and for the current stigmatization the party battles due their history and adaptation 

to constitutional dynamics. It should also be noted, that purposive snowball sampling may 

generate more than desired homogeneity due to potential acquaintance amongst 

interviewees.  

  

However, those delimitations also represent certain limitations of this research. The 

uncertainty of snowball sampling on the field became a limitation, as more interviewees 

than the ones participating declined interview inquires, and an even greater number than 

that did not respond. This may have been due to the nature of Northern Ireland segregation 

and political tensions, as the time and topic was highly sensitive. Also, the unpredictability 

of conducting research depending on a phenomenon in constant change was recognized 

after the initial objective was set and the failings of this dynamic were discovered. Thus, 

the objective was modified to not be dependent upon the ultimate outcome of Brexit, but 

merely by the consequences of its emergence. While this in practice is a limitation, it was 

enriching for the finial findings.    

4.6. Ethical considerations  

As the research is conducted in a region classified by the MI5 as having a severe terror 

threat level (MI5 - The Security Service 2018) safety was kept in mind for researcher and 

interviewees. All interview settings were approved by the interviewee prior to the 

interview. All interviewees were also given full control of what questions or topics to 
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answer or to avoid. This was only employed once, as one research question on sexual abuse 

allegations concerned someone close to one of the interviewees.   

  

The outcome of the thesis did not have an agenda to put T1 or T2 in a specific light. The 

possibility of the thesis being critical in nature towards either of the groups was therefore 

not eliminated at the start of this research. This detail was not disclosed as it might have 

hampered informants from speaking true opinions. As the findings have been compiled 

however, the final product will adapt a neutral stance with no obviously damaging elements 

to either group. All research subjects are anonymous save for age, gender, profession and 

field (with the expectation of A/NGO2 who requested complete anonymity save for 

profession) and were informed of the object of the thesis. Verifiable evidence will be 

presented, and credit given to owners of ideas and arguments used and expressed in this 

thesis through accurate referencing.  
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5. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS  

5.1. The tactical shift from “Trenches to Benches”  

Sinn Féin is a Republican left-wing party active in the Republic of Ireland and the UK 

province of Northern Ireland, fighting for the establishment of a 32-county socialist 

Republic of Ireland. The party was recognized in 1905 and has always been on the forefront 

of Republicanism, Irish reunification and independence. Sinn Féin was historically the 

official political branch of the IRA and until this day, the link between the two is rarely 

contested (Tonge 2001). According to SF2, “Close to 95% of IRA-members were absorbed 

by Sinn Féin in one way or another” following the GFA. The remaining 5% became 

Republican dissidents who went on to form their own versions of the IRA in resentment of 

the GFA.   

  

The structure of Sinn Féin developed from rebel group format and is a persistent source of 

critique. Rebel groups tend to be structured in hierarchical and leader-centric ways that 

translates into centralized forms of governing to ensure discipline and stability. While this 

is useful for a rebel group, it has proven to make democratization difficult (Whiting 2016). 

Hence, speculations and ongoing bad reviews in constitutional contexts are not all to 

surprising. A/NGO2 referred to one of the circulating theories stemming from this while 

disputing it; “I can’t imagine there would be this big conspiracy with the IRA puppeteering 

Sinn Féin from off stage as some claim”.  While this is not a common view, and the 2005 

decommissioning of the IRA was considered a complete disarmament (Creegan 2005), 

public consensus is divided on the question. A/NGO3 belong to the part of the public who 

are convinced that the IRA is still alive and well; “I do not believe for a second that they  

(the IRA) fully disbanded or gave up all weaponry” but still refrains from going as far as 

to consider conspiracy theories. The more common narrative attuned to official information 

is one where Sinn Féin took the wheels and the IRA disbanded fully; “It could not happen 

again… They know their paramilitary campaign didn’t achieve anything” (A/NGO5). The 

choice of moving focal strategy from warfare to politics and from “trenches to benches” 

(SF2) was a struggle, as many dissident Republicans regarded it as subordination to the 
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UK government and betrayal of the puritan Republican purpose. The controversial 

reformation was led by PIRA senior and former catalyst of the Troubles, Gerry Adams, 

who threaded way for the peace talks following policies of democracy and non-violence. 

Met with resistance and treachery allegations as well as with consent amongst Republicans, 

Adams-led Sinn Féin became through its meddling in both camps indispensable in the 

process of conflict resolution (Bean 2008).   

  

The decommissioning of the IRA ultimately did not force Sinn Féin to reject their history 

or their view of historical violence. SF1 answered when asked of the IRAs campaign that 

it was; “Absolutely justified”, reasoning that all deaths during The Troubles were caused 

by the UK Government. If inconspicuously, responsibility was habitually placed in the 

hands of the opposition when talking to T1. Whether done knowingly or not, it is a cleverly 

crafted way of narratively creating sympathy and credibility towards the history of the party 

with anyone who listens.    

  

As determined by Whiting (2018) and confirmed by T1, the GFA was not a defeat in the 

eyes of the Republicans, but a change in tactics. Former IRA combatant SF2 illuminated 

this particularly vividly;   

  

The struggle is fought in the benches rather than the trenches…I still see myself as 

an integral part of the struggle as I was back then. I started off in the Republican 

youth, then IRA, then prisoner, then Sinn Féin activist and now Sinn Féin leader, 

that’s the process. I have gone on this journey, and for me its seamless (SF2).  

  

Opposite to what I had expected after reading up on Sinn Féin and Northern Ireland, no 

one in T1 hid from the fact that former IRA-members are active in their party. Rather, they 

emphasize that these members are now completely assimilated into the party; 

“Overwhelmingly the IRA supported the SF peace strategy. The IRA have been brought 

along the journey” (SF1), and that all violent means of pushing their agenda is out of the 

picture. Reflecting upon this, and to be referred to again later in this chapter, many literature 
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sources painted an image that was centric to the opposing sides of the argument, of Sinn 

Féin fighting to remove all affiliation with the IRA and to disconnect from their history in 

attempts at concealing true nature. Sinn Féin themselves, are well aware of their history 

being a target. “The opposition still refer to them a Sinn Féin-IRA…I don’t think they(ex-

IRA) are violent in any way…I think they are unfairly treated by all sides” (SF4). She 

continued when asked if ex-IRA are perceived a risk group;   

It’s just what people think of Sinn Féin and key members who are ex-IRA… They take 

a beating because of who they were and what they promoted. I think it’s disrespecting 

of people to unacknowledged them. Questions asked are always digging at the past 

(SF4).  

Risks in Northern Ireland are now more related to dissident Republican groups and not to 

former IRA members. According to the latest assessment on paramilitary activity in 

Northern Ireland, ordered by the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland (2015), all main 

paramilitary groups, Republican and Unionist who were active during the conflict are still 

active.  The biggest threat to national security was not awarded to any of those groups 

though, but to the remaining 5% dissident Republicans spoken of before, like the 

Continuity IRA, the New IRA and the Real IRA, who rejected the GFA and continue their 

effort to expel British presence in Northern Ireland though acts of violence. Between 2000 

and 2015, the dissident Republican groups were responsible for up to 20 acts of terrorism 

each, mainly targeting members of the Police service of Northern Ireland (PSNI).   

SF2, who himself was closely involved in violence during the Troubles raised his concerns 

on the remaining 5%, reasoning along the same lines as Schnabel and Ehrhart (2005), that 

a militarization of the border might trigger large scale unrest amongst paramilitary groups 

who did not join Sinn Féin following the GFA. “I am terrified that if we end up with a hard 

border with check points and guards, it’s inevitable the three groups (the 5%) are almost 

competing with each other to see who’s gonna shoot the first border guard. Or blow up the 

first check point. They are still armed”.  A/NGO2 shared disclosed information from PSNI 

on the security situation;   
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This has got to be anonymous if quoted, but I have connections inside the PSNI for 

research projects of security threats. There is always a threat from dissidents, but 

currently they are also highly interested in right wing extremism following Brexit. 

The impression I get is that there is a consistent threat, but that the likelihoods are 

high -if an act of terror were to be committed, I would predict a Republican dissident 

groups such as the Real or New IRA to be behind it (A/NGO2).  

  

Today, Sinn Féin is headed by Mary Lou McDonald and remains far left on the scale of 

official political parties in Ireland and Northern Ireland, the 32-county socialist Republic 

still the crown jewel of their agenda. The party works for a referendum on Irish unification 

and the strengthening of Northern Irish rights and participation in the Republic of Ireland. 

Their list of key goals follows a socialist agenda and includes a people centred economy, 

easy access and free health care, strengthening of communal security, free education, 

fishery and agriculture preservation and strengthening and governmental accountability 

and inclusion (Sinn Féin 2018).  

  

In the Irish general election of 2016, Sinn Féin gained 6 new seats in parliament and 13.6% 

of voters. In the Northern Ireland assembly election of 2017, Sinn Féin were the landslide 

winners as they gained almost 4% compared to the traditionally stronger Unionist DUP, 

who lost voters. In Northern Ireland, the regionality of voters who stand with Sinn Féin or 

the DUP is very segregated. While the south-west votes Sinn Féin, the north-east is 

dominated by DUP voters, save for Belfast where voters predominantly are with Sinn Féin 

(Terry 2016).   

  

Considering the relative success of Sinn Féin as a political movement, a contradictory 

peculiarity worthy of mentioning is the party’s slight differentiation in values compared to 

its voters. Most interestingly on religious policy where the party is un-proportionally 

conservative (Costello 2017). As this suggests misalignments in the party agenda vs voter 

opinion on a historically and regionally sensitive topic, logically one would assume this to 

be damaging to the party. Both T1 and T2 reasoned that this comes down to the unique 

status quo situation in Norther Ireland, in combination with the more conservative climate 
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in the south. With its one-party policy, Sinn Féin’s must keep up with more right-wing, 

conservative competition in the south. With Northern Ireland being increasingly liberal and 

secular, compatibility will indisputably suffer. Whether initial assumptions are justifiable, 

or Sinn Féin manage the misalignment somehow, will be explored in relation to 

institutional resilience later in this chapter under section 5.5.2.  

  

5.2. Changing balance between the IRA and Sinn Féin  

When asked of the nature of the transition and the facilitating mechanisms, the narrative is 

quite coherent in T1. Some but not all in T2 have a different perception of how the 

transition evolved, and that it was not as organic and voluntarily as Sinn Féin and the T1 

group portrays it to be. The most in-depth recollection of the events and the mentality 

behind it were given by SF2 who personally underwent the transition and remembers that;  

  

At the time of the hunger strike, Sinn Féin were cheerleaders for the IRA. SF was 

this size (hand gesturing small) and IRA were this size(hand gesturing large) but after 

Bobby’s election (Referring to Bobby Sands, IRA-Volunteer and martyr of the 

hunger strikes who was the first representative of Sinn Féin who was democratically 

elected inside the prison), you see well here’s a new tactic, electoral intervention they 

called it in early years. And then Sinn Féin got the first 5 people elected, it grows 

and grows until it’s equal to the IRA. And then for many years you would have dual 

membership, it got to the point when the bullets and ballots strategy (Combining 

armed and political resistance) happened. But then, you had to stand back and say do 

we really need the IRA? We could do more with Sinn Féin. By 20th of July 2005, the 

IRA was asked to come into the party, or the community and the IRA was disbanded 

(SF2).  

  

SF1 shortened the chain of events and described the outcome of this transition; “The 

principles of the party are fundamentally the same, the only thing that has undergone drastic 

changes are its methods.”, referring to the fundamental goal of Sinn Féin and the IRA, i.e. 

the establishment of a 32-county socialist republic and the methods (formerly through 

violence and currently through politics) by which to reach this goal.   
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He continued; “If as before, armed struggle takes you to a certain point but no further, you 

have to recognize the need for change”, which as previously told by SF2 describes an 

internally grown recognition of the need for a new strategy in order to reach the goal. The 

sense of the Institutional mentality surrounding this change was captured several times by 

SF2, quotes;   

  

Change can be a scary concept. When Bobby died, and 10 others died (Victims of 

the hunger strikes), and they told you to stop the protest, and to go with Sinn Féin, it 

was scary. But it was the right decision… Discipline, the psychology of the 

360degree turns taken by the IRA and Sinn Féin are significant. We have never been 

dogmatic. Armed struggle is a tactic but not a policy. The aims of the struggle have 

never changed, just the tactics (SF2).  

  

SF3, SF4 and SF5 are not active members in the main party but shared a similar notion of 

the events that led to the transition, the need for change and the determination and 

dedication of those who made it happen. SF3 describes the transition as ”vengeance 

through politics” and SF4 picked up the notion if this when commenting on the nature of  

Sinn Féin’s growth in politics “They (the opposition) can’t believe that they have a big 

place at the table”, pointing to Sinn Féin as a sore spot of the opposition, and thus giving 

credit to the vengeance aspect spoken of by SF3.  

   

SF5 referring to the large amount of homeless in Belfast stated that “Socialism is needed, 

just look at the streets”, and shows that the new generation of Sinn Féin which he belongs 

to, stand by the fundamentally socialist principles of the IRA. Slogans, murals, graffiti and 

hashtags glamourizing the Troubles can be seen in vast amounts in social media and around 

the city, most notably in the north and west, Catholic dominated sides of the City. When 

asked of the glamorization of the Troubles, SF5 recalled his parent’s account under UK 

oppression; “(children)playing in the streets next to armed military ready to shoot if their 

ball rolled to close…it can’t be forgotten ”, arguing it a reason not to return to armed 

conflict, but also to not accept anything less than what have already been achieved by the 
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Republican resistance and to stand by the memory of the struggle. SF5 occurred to me as 

a product of his parents’ history and his own environment, and though the communal 

rivalry was not explicitly stated, the sense of us and them reminded me of something to be 

expected from football hooliganism. That said, violent incentive seemed far away, and his 

political enthusiasm and dedication to the peace process convincing.   

  

T2 were more reserved and most made a point underlining that they are not experts on the 

subject, or that they don’t know and can only speculate. A/NGO5, who works in a 

prominent peace organization that was started as a movement during the Troubles in 

opposition to the violence, depicts the IRA-Sinn Féin transition as less of an organic and 

thought through move from the Republican side, but more as a result of the public pressure 

and a rot inside the organization. He commented; “They moved from a campaign that was 

going nowhere with a lot of compromised moves, surveillance etc. They were infiltrated 

and broken”. In his narrative, the IRA were already on the brink of dissolving due to 

infiltrations and informants, and the transition was a survival move rather than a deliberate 

one. A/NGO3 picks up the reasoning and speculates that passing on of the IRA goals 

through Sinn Féin was facilitated by the opposition inviting them into politics, recollecting 

that “It was the first time that Sinn Féin could step out in the sun, remove their mask and 

declare themselves a political force”, placing responsibility for their transition in the hands 

of the UK government, offering them a political life raft as the IRA was sinking.   

  

This side of the argument was not voiced by anyone in T1, who maintained the narrative 

of the transition as an internally decided upon, strategic move for increasing progress and 

not as a forced last option of survival presented to them by the opposition. As reasoned 

earlier, and regardless of what side of the argument is true, the way that Sinn Féin utilize 

their narrative and rhetoric’s to grow sympathy and credibility is impressive. Per my own 

experience, it is undoubtedly efficient both to secure confidence internally, but to turn the 

perception of external actors as well, and something Sinn Féin are remarkably good at.   
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The rhetoric’s used in T1 is very representative of their narrative. One of the interview 

questions involved the phrase “Sinn Féin went from revolutional to constitutional” 

(Whiting 2016), and SF1 was quick to respond “Only Sinn Féin critics would use that 

phrase. We are still more revolutional than constitutional”. SF1 was the first interview 

conducted, and as I found the statement interesting, I incorporated it in the T2 questions to 

get their take on it. A/NGO1 commented “They want to revolutionize… they have fallen 

behind the UK and operates in the constitutional framework”. NGO2 noted that “It is just 

that type of rhetoric that solidifies Unionist arguments for why they can’t be trusted as a 

legit political party”. SF2 remembered his time in the prison and told me that; “We wrote 

a book called “Questions of history”, why did we almost fail? We don’t fail this time” 

following up with “Sinn Féin has to lead the struggle and not the IRA”. As per most of the 

SF interviewees (SF1, SF2, SF4, SF5), the political process is still called the struggle, and 

words like mobilization and resistance are used casually. The narrative always depicts Sinn 

Féin and the IRA as victims and freedom fighters, then in battle and now in media.  

Reasonably, the homogeneity of their narrative was cultivated by the segregation and lack 

of contrasting depictions as they grew up, but the fact that it is maintained today when 

critical thinking is mainstreamed and social media breaks boundaries, is remarkable.   

  

Coherently, T2 argued Sinn Féin rhetoric’s to be representative of party position and origin. 

For example, Sinn Féin leaders occasionally, and controversially makes statements 

referencing back to the origin of the organization, like “Tiocfaidh ár lá” (Mary Lou 

McDonald 2018), Irish for "our day will come" and a battle cry of the IRA. A/NGO2 

reasoned that this statement was used to make up for a previous statement by McDonald, 

where she in Republican minds, legitimized the British occupation or Northern Ireland by 

called the city Derry (original Irish name) Londonderry (new name given by UK).   

  
Sinn Féin has to say things like that and keep on flying the radical-flag… Their 

rhetoric’s does not match their reality, but they must claim that stance to convince 

themselves and their voters that they are victorious. Truth is, that the GFA was a 

defeat for Republicans, though Sinn Féin can’t admit that (A/NGO3).   
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When asked if this rhetoric is good or bad, A/NGO2 answered “I don’t think it is wise as 

it discredits them as constitutional amongst others who are constitutional”. A/NGO4 

reasons that the rhetoric’s are part of Sinn Féin protecting the memories and their origin, 

sympathizing with their rhetoric need by saying; “Undergoing a shift like this, coming from 

where it has, they must maintain their credentials”.   

  

While rhetoric’s used sometimes are controversial, it does serve an important role in Sinn 

Féin. It gives credibility, sympathy and historical heft to the party, and resonates with a 

vast number of Republican voters who were themselves or had someone close to them 

partaking in the Troubles. This extends to individuals, and reasonably offers a coping 

mechanism for those burdened by suffering cause to them, or by them in the past.  

5.3. Outsider perspectives of Sinn Féin  

The notion of T2's attitude towards Sinn Féin is one of suspicion, curiosity, dislike and 

respect. “I don’t know enough to say”(A/NGO2 “ I don´t actually know much about their 

organization “(A/NGO6) and “They work behind closed doors”(A/NGO4) were common 

notions amongst the interviewees, and as A/NGO4 explained, Sinn Féin strategy and policy 

making are not widely known or actively disclosed to the public, resulting in those who are 

not close to the party not knowing for certain how they operate or what policies they push.   

  

A/NGO6 who does not have voting rights in the UK or Ireland vocalized a more distinct 

suspicion towards Sinn Féin that the other A/NGO interviewees. She speculated the IRA 

to be involved in illicit activities such as smuggling, and while reserving herself to saying 

that she does not think they are directly in collaboration, she reasoned there might be a 

form of silent, social control exercised from Sinn Féin over the IRA. “In election time, they 

probably make sure IRA “stays safe” I doubt there a smoking gun or that kind of memo, in 

think” (A/NGO6). Backtracking a bit now to myself before writing this thesis, as a person 

without direct affiliation but with access to global and mainstreamed news channels such 

as UK-run BBC, this would be quite coherent to my own perception. The winning side, or 

in this case (since the outcome is a matter of interpretation), the strongest side 
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unsurprisingly dictates the recollection of history. When this side controls media, a 

narrative conflict will inevitably persist, and having seen the other side of the coin, I believe 

the issue of untold stories demands more consideration and reflection, locally and globally.   

  

“They have been extraordinarily successful as a political movement… with radical change 

in what they’ve achieved…All other movements split from changes like that but Sinn Féin 

didn’t” (A/NGO4). He contemplated that; “It would be highly interesting for political 

scientists to know how they did it”. A/NGO5 whom alongside his wife was involved in 

peace activism during the Troubles and saw personal tragedy and loss because of the IRA 

understandably shows some disgruntlement towards Sinn Féin, mainly for their ongoing 

representation and validation of the IRA and what they did. “My wife’s house was put on 

fire and members (of the peace movement) were beaten badly. The IRA are not aware of 

their history, and the people who suffered from their conduct”. Posing a stark contrast to 

the benefits of Sinn Féin rhetoric’s as a coping mechanism, the issue of whether it is good 

or not will remain a question of perspective and interpretation. “I do celebrate their move 

to politics, but their rhetoric’s and their doings, it’s not good… You can’t allow people in 

graves to dictate people above ground” (A/NGO5).  

5.4. Brexit: the changing context   

5.4.1. Facilitating reunification?  

The contextual changes of Brexit and the potential breaching of the GFA has been a 

significant worry in Northern Ireland for the past years of Brexit negotiations. SF1, SF2, 

SF3, SF4, A/NGO1, A/NGO2, A/NGO3, A/NGO4 and A/NGO5 all included the word 

“Disaster” when asked of it. However, all participants in T1 and T2 except for A/NGO6, 

reasoned that Sinn Féin stand before great possibilities facing Brexit. “Brexit can either be 

massively negative, or massively positive” (SF2). A/NGO3 explains that “Brexit is gonna 

create an economic disaster. It’s not gonna discriminate against where you live and what 

belonging you have”, pointing to some Brexiters, predominately Unionists, who are under 

the belief that Brexit downfalls won’t touch them under the protection of the crown. Indeed, 

the reality of the situation might catch up to everyone soon enough, as Brexit may cause a 
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shift in the working class as interests are threatened, and people are forced to pick union 

(the EU or the UK).   

  

If Brexit turns real sour, there is the possibility that supporters from the middle scale 

political parties, including liberal Unionists and Protestants to rethink. From having 

been a dream, it(reunification) has turned into a possibility from Brexit. The greatest 

irony I think, is that the DUP who opposes unification the most might actually be the 

ones ultimately causing it for pushing the middle ground voters away (A/NGO1).  

  
Post Brexit. If you are working class and your majority income came from the EU, 

why would you support the DUP? The most right-wing conservative party in western  
Europe. They are anti-Catholic, anti-gay, anti-women, anti-migrant… The DUP will 

destroy itself. They were always on the wrong side of history and people are slowly 

starting to come around… Now out of a 100, 10-15 people come to us from the 

loyalist Protestant community… Brexit should not have happened in the first place. 

The majority here voted against it. But it did and now we have to make the best of it 

(SF2).  

  

While Brexit goes against the GFA and Sinn Féin’s fundamental principles of human rights 

and economic wellbeing in Northern Ireland, the party makes the most of it and without 

blinking it seems, as T1 were all very pragmatic when talking of this issue. Recalling Sinn 

Féin mindset, this comes as no surprise to me. When looking to Irish reunification, Brexit 

increases the chances and Sinn Féin does not miss an opportunity of turning the tables for 

their advantage. Being flexible in their pursuit of the goal, and rigid in their determination 

to reach it, makes the drastic contextual change that Brexit poses sufferable despite all its 

implications.   

5.4.2. Renewing civil unrest?  

Apart from the possibility it poses in relation to reunification, all T1 participants raised 

concerns and were highly critical of Brexit. SF1 brought up the issue of EU funding of 

post-conflict initiatives and purposes, will be lost. SF1 perceives it as “highly problematic 
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as it has been important for post-conflict purposes…There are a lot of worries in the 

communities and in organizations on this”, and SF5 added to the concerns that; “Northern 

Ireland is proportionally the largest receiver of EU funding in the UK, and rightly so… 

Community projects depending on funding from the EU will break down. It is a danger to 

the peace process”. A/NGO5 who worked with reintegration of ex-combatants explained;  

“We get funding from the EU, that will stop. What was good about it was that the NGOs 

became employers. If paramilitaries were employed and given responsibilities, they 

couldn’t continue their military campaign. The EU was liberation for us all” A/NGO4 

contrasted and complemented the economic argument of Brexit, saying that “It (The EU) 

is a problem-solving mechanism, not an economic thing. It’s about peace making. The most 

brilliant thing anyone has come up with”.  

  

SF2 have two main concerns; “For me as a former prisoner, an activist and a combatant, to 

me what I am fearful of, is that a hard Brexit could mead armoured cars and tanks and 

guns…We have gotten used to a normality since the GFA, that will be lost with 

militarization of the border “. SF3 expands on normalization from his outlook as a primary 

school principal; “Kids have no concept of border, so the impact of a border will be severe 

for them”, as he explains that children raised in the last 20 years have been so without the 

concept of living on a partitioned Island.   

  

SF2s second concern; “I have 2 passports. I can be British or Irish or both. What happens 

after 29th of March? Am I no longer entitled, will I become a foreigner?”, is interesting as 

it would deepen the complex issue of identity that scores Northern Ireland. Would citizens 

have to choose and what would the implications be? Though I regard this very scenario as 

unlikely, an intensification of the identity crisis would be highly damaging. Whether it 

manifests in the way SF2 fears or not, Brexit has grave implications for the identity issue, 

as it reproduces division with identities being put against each other.   

  

T1 and T2 unanimously were under the same impression regarding the return to full scale 

violent conflict being highly unlikely. SF1 and SF2 where the only ones who did not 
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expand their reflection upon the possibility for a return, likely due to their political 

commitment to show dedication to the peace process without leaving room for 

misinterpretation.  A/NGO5 ventured into the possibility of armed conflicts to some extent 

returning, but firmly expressed that a catastrophic event would have to take place. “Can it 

drift back (To what it was during the Troubles)? No. Could one catastrophic event bring 

back violence? Yes.”. A/NGO6 considered the possibility of return to conflict as an 

unlikely development; “I define conflict as a disagreement. Social conflict can lead to 

change and does not have to be bad. If we extend it (The Northern Ireland issue) to violence, 

…no, certainly not to extended violence. Civil unrest yes, bit more aggressive but not 

fatal”. This take on the situation is represented throughout all interviews, in which no one 

could see a return to the levels of violence as it was during the Troubles.    

  

Both T1 and T2 expects a certain level of civil unrest, especially amongst dissidents. SF1 

answered when asked of civil unrest in the case of a hard border that “Some Sinn Féin 

members have stated that they would be involved in civil disobedience”. When asked if  

Sinn Féin supports this, he added in reference that “Sinn Féin is a political party committed 

to peaceful, political and democratic means, this is what would apply at a party level. As 

for individuals? Don’t know and can’t answer for them”. Taking a step away from 

individual actors to protect the integrity of his party, SF1 made sure to demonstrate his 

opinions quite clearly. The activist side of Sinn Féin is tangible, and one could sense the 

rebellion being alive and well yet tucked away neatly behind closed doors. I am convinced 

however that it is for inspiration rather than incitement.  

  

 A/NGO1 reasoned that “Any border will be bad and probably more than Sinn Féin would 

oppose and disobey…It’s not necessarily a Sinn Féin trait”. Opposing to that, A/NGO2 

speculated on the prospect of full-on war, despite his firm opinion of war demanding 

“something extremely heavy” to erupt, that;   

 

Sinn Féin would have the hardest time out of all parties to deal with it as they´ve got 

the closes relation to the passionate side of the conflict…Unionists could rely on the 
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state but Sinn Féin probably wouldn’t, so if they had to pick side in a battle they 

would have to align themselves with the other side and not the UK (A/NGO2).  

  

While this is a very interesting stance and not too farfetched, war forces all sides to protect 

their interests. I find the prospects of Sinn Féin relapsing unlikely, firstly as dissident 

groups would be responsible for Republican violence, and force Sinn Féin to act as counter 

weight to war, partially to prove their reliability towards peace, but also to protect the 

resilience of the institution through playing a measured game of change and continuity. A 

return to violence would place Sinn Féin in the category of transitional fluidity groups like 

Hezbollah and Hamas, defined by change and uncertainty, and decrease attractiveness with 

any voter dedicated to the peace process. Secondly, certain mechanisms unintentionally 

serving institutional resilience have been installed in the peace agreement.  A return to war 

with the UK would be contra productive to Sinn Féin’s cause, thanks to the GFA clause on 

Irish reunification with a majority vote. The benefits of peaceful continuity in pursuit of 

their goal would suppress the allure of drastic change when considering benefits vs costs 

of human suffering, especially when this would decrease trust in the institution. A peaceful 

route as facilitated by the specific clause in the GFA thus costs less and is arguably a faster 

and easier way to reach their goal. Reflecting upon Söderberg & Hatz (2016) findings on 

the marginal importance of peace accord incorporations for successful transitions, I dare 

speculate without having studied the individual accords, that the ineffectiveness may have 

been due to clauses targeting desired outcomes rather than facilitating methods and 

mechanisms.   

  

SF4 shifted focus away from Sinn Féin onto Unionists, saying; “Civil unrest would start 

amongst loyalists, and this would inevitability lead to conflict coming of both sides. There 

is no great political leadership amongst them(loyalists) and they won’t see this (protecting 

the peace process) as important as protecting the Union” SF1 puts the validity of this 

statement into context as he explains that the prime party for Unionists, the DUP “never 

signed the GFA. They always opposed it and wants to see it break”.    
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A/NGO4 argues the greatest threat to peace not being acts of violent groups per se, but the 

acceptance of the middle class. “I think it’s not just youth radicals, but moderate opinion 

here will be outraged by a border. It will be a huge deal, anger. They will be less critical of 

those who seek to exploit the situation. It creates a context where extreme arguments and 

actions will be more accepted”. He also lifted the question of a no-Brexit still being a 

problematic time as the debate of its own has awoken English nationalism; “The UK 

remains a very divided society and the genie is still out of the bottle… The secret success 

of the UK has been the silence of its people. That will end now… English nationalism has 

been woken from its slumber and won’t be settled”. Often overlooked, I found it thought-

provoking now (at the time of writing) that talks of a second EU referendum is underway. 

English nationalism will endure and intensify identity issues, not just in Northern Ireland. 

As identity groups in the UK and the EU pull in different directions, continuity risks being 

overwhelmed by change. In the context of institutional resilience, institutions will have to 

find their balance of stability, flexibility and absorption in order to both survive and sustain 

peace.  

5.5. Institutional resilience of Sinn Féin  

5.5.1. Stability  

Sinn Féin provides stability to institutional participants through the dedicated loyalty to the 

fundamental purpose of establishing a 32-county, socialist Republican state, a goal that is 

often made synonymous to the first step in accomplishing this, through the reunification of  

Ireland. SF1 commented on the prospects of Sinn Féin after reunification, that; “The 

socialist republic is still going to be pursued, it(reunification) is only the beginning. Brits 

out first, then we start”. This PIRA-reminiscent mindset and deeply rooted agenda of Sinn 

Féin has not changed since the partition of Ireland in the 1900s, and anyone who wants to 

pursue this goal have been able to trust Sinn Féin not to change their agenda. SF2 

acknowledged that “If you are too flexible people don’t see a point in voting”, and with 

that in mind, the absolute rigidity of Sinn Féin on their core question must indeed provide 

purposeful security and stability amongst its voters. “The strategy had changed but not the 
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goal, and this very long-term determination must give psychological resilience” 

(A/NGO3). 

  

“You need a spine, a backbone. Everything else comes off that” (SF2). That spine has 

essentially remained the same, and as mentioned, this is a current source of criticism for 

those who does not sympathize with Sinn Féin. According to SF2, the structure is like a 

top-down pyramid based upon the concept of Marxist-Leninist democratic centralism. SF1 

confirms this by explaining the structure to be made up of different branches, councils and 

high councils in a top-down order but add that “Ultimately there is a grass root led 

movement, and they drive change, bottom-up led change”. The persistence of the 

militarized structure is explained by SF2; “Many of us (Sinn Féin members and 

representatives) are ex-army. I have been in a military structure since I was 14. When I 

came back from prison age 30, I entered the political structure”. Considering Sinn Féin 

having been an underground movement, it comes as no surprise to find that the progression 

into politics, driven by IRA members, followed the same code of conduct as before.   

  

The policies and tactics of Sinn Féin have a high level of consensus in the party which 

operates with long-term strategizing. A/NGO3 speculated that this comes down to a high 

level of internal democracy despite the centralized structure. “They conduct private 

meetings internally where they argue and fight a lot, but after reaching consensus, that is 

the strategy and they go with it”. SF2, who himself is involved in these type meetings could 

confirm these speculations down to point.   

  

We are very strategic and work in 10-year cycles. We have a major conference and 

a rethink. The strategic decision was made to take Gerry Adams out (2016), he has 

outlived his usefulness. It was necessary to replace him with a woman. All leadership 

positions are now women. Out with the old in with the new… In 10 years, we will 

do another review (SF2).  

  

When discussing their recent change in the stance on abortion rights, SF2 explained that; 

“At the conference, we hammered out a policy…People spoke for or against. We had a 
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majority in favour, and those who oppose it still cannot represent the party… One cannot 

be allowed to have a personal opinion after the decision was made… You have to cut them 

loose”. This effective purging of opinions demonstrates a result of historical legacy and 

makes a stark contrast to what one would perhaps consider ordinary democratic conduct. 

Still, this unusually adamant dedication to one goal safeguards political homogeneity and 

accommodates the vast majority of those who fought in the Troubles for that goal and 

serves to reassure them of their vote.  

  

While these may seem as examples of flexibility, the theme of interest is the rigidity behind 

the decisions, and the motivation driving changes. Adams is close to legendary but 

unsympathetically considered a pawn that can outlive usefulness, and diverting opinions 

hindering the progress towards the goal are cynically removed. Sinn Féin play a long-term 

strategic game, where the goal is prioritized, and stability is maintained to the bitter end.   

5.5.2. Flexibility  

As just reasoned, Sinn Féin’s flexibility stems from their dedication to the 32-country 

socialist state and their willingness to do what it takes to get them there, illustrated by; “the 

tree that doesn’t bend in the wind breaks” (A/NGO3). “I know my strategic objective, and 

how I can build towards that day by day, week by week… A socialist united 32 county 

democratic republic. That’s the big thing. Then you come back to, does Brexit help or 

hinder?” (SF2).  SF2 continued on Sinn Féin’s new stance of pro-abortion; “You cannot 

base politics on anything but reality… I can remember these pro-life debates when I was 

in prison. The women comrades were sending position papers. But you have to work with 

the reality you´re given and at that time the climate was very conservative Catholic”.   

  

Sinn Féin are pragmatic in the sense that they evaluate the social political climate and listen 

to the public. As already quoted by SF2 they cannot be dogmatic, and this leads them to 

change according to generational shifts.   
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Sinn Féin has more to gain from being pragmatic and swaying the way of the social 

and political winds than to stand still without developing their policies. Though it 

would not have gone down well before, the move towards liberal policies is highly 

timely right now, and the party is acting strategically (A/NGO1).   

  

SF5 who belongs to the youth wing of Sinn Féin is a catalyst of this generational shift and 

demonstrated the progressive nature expected from youth during the interview. He argued 

for social rights and was clearly proud to be part of a party that supports his beliefs, 

demonstrating the successful effect this generational attuning strategy of Sinn Féin has had.  

  
They (Sinn Féin) listen, and they care. Sinn Féin are not about money like the DUP, 

you know they only take average wages? The MPs and MLAs, working class 

salaries. All other profits go into the communities… They are not stagnant (SF5).  

  
With new people come new ideas … If you understand the concept of Marxism and 

contradiction, old vs new, they have a battle, and there comes a new thesis… You’re 

amazed, they (youth) are far more politically conscious than we were… It is 

enriching (SF2).  

  

  

SF4 who works with youth in community projects brought out the issue of youth and 

violence “Youth can be led by certain people and they are recruited, but not for war… The 

motivator is gang culture. Simply that, just a way to recruit people into criminality”. 

A/NGO6 added on transgenerational transmission in post-conflict zones that: “the first 

generation after conflict are more polarized than their parents, they only know the 

polarization and not the suffering” and adds to a concern of “youth orchestrated resistance” 

expressed by A/NGO2. SF2 who belongs to the first generation of the Troubles are aware 

of the dangers of transmission to younger generations.  

  

On terms of where I’m coming from, someone who’s lived through the struggle for 

60 years, you’re never gonna get me to say we need to go back to war. But there’s 
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not to say there are 16-17-year old’s, who have never held a gun, who wasn’t born 

during GFA who can’t be manipulated (SF2).  

  

Keen to stay tuned to generational shifts and considering youth as a route to future political 

gain, Sinn Féin is not blind to youth being vulnerable to negative influences and works 

activity with prevention and intervention. “I am on 24/7 stand by. Last night I was called 

out to aid the breakup of some kids in a drug related fight in Dunville(park)” (SF1). 

However, softening the perceived risk regarding transgenerational transmission, he also 

said that “the context is changed, so I don’t think that generation would want or need to go 

back”. To support that reasoning, SF5 said in reference to himself and the rest of Ógra Sinn  

Féin; “We know what we want and how to get there…We don’t make mistakes already 

made”. Sinn Féin work proactively with youth to establish lasting relations since it is 

gravely aware of the risks associated with them. Recalling the interview with SF5 and my 

contemplation earlier on in this chapter, transgenerational transmission was clear as day, 

so the issue is certainly real. That said, while polarization was pronounced it did not strike 

me as violent, perhaps a result of Sinn Féin efforts in battling harmful transmission.  

  
Say you come to me and ask; can I help? I say, “yes were going out tonight, in this 

weather (pointing to outside, wet and cold), we’ve made surveys, come with me and 

knock on doors!” Or, “this poster here has to go up on the lamp post tonight!” If 

someone else says to you “Come here, I have a rifle, I’ll show you how it works. I’ll 

show you how to take out the magazine and how to shoot.” You are 16 or 17, what 

is sexier (SF2)?  

  
Violence is glorified, there is a legend surrounding the Falls. That’s just history, but 

there is a generation thinking “Oh that must have been brilliant”. (Pause) No it 

wasn’t! I say to them, when you are 18 you should not go to prison. But there are 

people who go against this, saying we must fight it militarily… So, this all relates 

back to you and me here, now (referring to the interview). That’s why I am going to 

that meeting with youth of the Falls and the Shankill (rival communities) tonight 

(SF2).  
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SF2 have first-hand experience of the attraction of violence and argues convincingly to 

why he opposes it now, and why he works to protect others from it. With the overwhelming 

implications of change having eliminated dissidents, those like SF2 who remained in the 

party are perhaps the ones most dedicated to peace now, illustrating the mechanism of Sinn 

Féin as a counter weight to violence as speculated earlier. Clearly, Sinn Féin understands 

the importance of being on the right side of history, or as SF5 expressed it, not stagnant. 

The balance of change and continuity is cleverly combined in the approach to flexibility 

that Sinn Féin has taken.  Resting on the rigidity of the goal for institutional stability, they 

do not have to limit themselves in means by which to reach the goal. Staying attuned to 

current and future voter opinions is a fast track to political success and reaching the goal 

and will be thus acceptable regardless of how far on the political scale they move. For as 

long as potential uncertainty from drastic change is outweighed by security and stability 

from the rigidity of the goal, it won’t lose them the trust of institutional participants.  

Recalling now the incompatibility of religious values of Sinn Féin and its voters previously 

mentioned in section 5.1. As reasoned above, religiously liberal voters will accept more 

conservative policies in the party for as long as the stability of the goal and the main reason 

for their vote weighs heavier. Incompatibility is tolerated through this crafty change-

continuity balance developed by Sinn Féin, where continuity is so deeply anchored that 

institutional participant are willing to compensate with flexibility. Thus, I reason that the 

initial assumption of the damaging properties of misalignment are unwarrantable.   

5.5.3. Absorption   

Sinn Féin absorbs potentially damaging impacts to the party through a mechanism that  

A/NGO2 estimates is “probably stemming from its time as an underground movement”, 

referring to the way that Sinn Féin prefers to deal with critique, scandals and other events 

that could be harmful to the party. As disclosed by SF2, Sinn Féin believe that “Issues are 

better dealt with in the room…No public statement but behind closed doors first of all”. 

While A/NGO2 thinks this “Shows that they are not a normal democratized party” that are 

“turning their spikes out as soon as a threat appears”, SF2 defends this method in media 

position of issues, saying that “If you go public too soon, it polarizes the issue”. He 

motivated the method by explaining that “Head on, hate is a powerful emotion, but you can 
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turn it around. People come here being angry, I say okay, we admit that. What can we do 

now to solve it? Then, they become the most passionate ones about solving it.” SF1 added 

that “Some just come here screaming, with an agenda from the (Catholic) church and 

arguments lacking legitimacy…There is nothing we can say or do to please them”.   

  

According to SF1 it has “always been a mission of media to destroy Republicans”. SF4 

argues regarding media on Republican movements that “It’s the unpicking of things that 

gets them”. SF1 even jokingly quoted Donald Trump, calling out “Fake news” when 

describing the media going after Sinn Féin, so with that in mind one can see the logic 

behind keeping issues concealed. He also referred to their political rival, the DUP and a 

recent financial scandal, which was made public and damaged the party through displaying 

them as partitioned and unstable. “Sinn Féin would never let that happen” (SF1). A/NGO1 

believes that Sinn Féin;  

 

Lacks mechanisms to deal with issues they have not encountered before…Usually, 

issues that arise can be dealt with internally and kept there, though when the nature 

of an issue is out of the ordinary, such as the Cahill allegations(Allegations of rape 

committed by an IRA officer and efforts by Sinn Féin leadership to cover up of the 

incident), there is no protocol by which to follow. When the issue is no longer 

contained internally and starts receiving publicity, the efforts the deal with it 

internally will be seen as an attempt to cover it up (A/NGO1).  

  

When speaking of the Cahill allegations, A/NGO3 held that “It reflects the secrecy and 

army command and control structure in Sinn Féin…Conolly house (Sinn Féin HQ in 

Belfast”) is like the eye of Sauron -sees all and knows all… The method was straight out 

of the IRA handbook”. SF4 viewed the Cahill scandal as a learning opportunity; “Things 

have not been handled brilliantly in the past, but they’ve learned from it”. SF5 similarly 

sought to learn from the past, saying “They cannot take back what’s been done, but they 

can do it better”, while defending the closed doors-method due to “People getting after an 

issue connected to Sinn Féin as it causes them trouble”.   
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I argue that the use of summary justice and lack of transparency served the goal well during 

the Troubles when walls had ears and keeping strategies and agendas safe was a matter of 

survival. The resembling method currently in place, is on the verge on being outdated but 

will likely stay place only until retired from popular demands of other means, or from social 

medias tendency to unveil secrets. Ultimately, the formerly available safe space required 

for such a method to be employed, is diminishing as people increasingly live their lives as 

open books online.  

  

Absorption in Sinn Féin is a strategy by which to determine if a short notice challenge 

should rigidly be deflected in the service of stability or incorporated and used through 

flexibility. Inviting opponents behind closed doors, mitigates potential impact and keeps 

ripples away from the eyes and ears of the public and voters, and serve to protect the 

integrity of the institution. This micro-scale diplomacy allows for Sinn Féin to be proactive 

and gives time to decide whether is a good or bad alternative to be flexible in pursuit of the 

goal. If flexibility can serve to goal, Sinn Féin will gratefully and undogmatically learn and 

adapt. If the obstacle is deemed to be of little threat or lack relevance for reaching the goal 

through popular opinion, maintaining stability and removing reasons for the institutional 

setup to be questioned through unnecessary flexibility will be prioritized instead.   

  

5.5.4. Diversity and competition  

Diversity in Sinn Féin is something that both T1 and T2 have quite uninformed perceptions 

of. SF1 noted that “There are people from all backgrounds within the party, but the 

demographics are not 100% obviously. No massive minority demographic here (Northern 

Ireland)”, and SF5 explained that the youth wing is “wide open to minority groups, we 

welcome them”, and that Ógra Sinn Féin in Belfast, as well as Sinn Féin in Northern Ireland 

and the Republic of Ireland have got representatives belonging to minority groups in a 

variety of ranks. A/NGO1 noted that “Diversity in the party is certainly growing on a 

gender basis, but if this is organically and representative of the general party attitude, or a 

strategic step towards gaining popularity can be discussed”. A/NGO3 speculated that the 

increasingly progressive policies combined with the socialist agenda of Sinn Féin 
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technically should “attract more minority groups and disadvantaged groups than alternative 

parties”. In all, diversity appears welcomed in Sinn Féin. Women are strategically being 

placed in leading roles, and despite ethnic diversity not being closely monitored or 

significantly noticeable, it is met as a result of Sinn Féin’s strategy of accommodating 

increasingly social progressive opinions amongst voters as a step in their strategic 

flexibility.  

  

As for competition, the nature of politics in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland 

are vastly different. Currently in Northern Ireland, voters are broadly divided into the two 

more or less equally sized identity camps of Republicans voting for Sinn Féin and Unionists 

voting for the DUP. While there are middle ground parties, they are too small for a vote to 

have an impact of politics. This causes a status Quo in Northern Ireland for both Sinn Féin 

and the DUP, who “are bullet proof due to the dead lock” (SF4). A/NGO1, A/NGO2, 

A/NGO3 and A/NGO4 speculates that this status quo is highly beneficial to Sinn Féin as 

they do not have to fight with other parties over votes, thus eliminating the element of 

competition in Northern Ireland. In the republic of Ireland however, Sinn Féin must 

compete with the other ruling parties and adapt accordingly to attract voters. “Their strategy 

is to eat the votes of other parties, like Pack man. When Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael  

(Irish political parties) moves to one side, Sinn Féin must follow not to lose support”  

(A/NGO2). SF3 complements the nature of this dynamic by telling how centre-right “Fine 

Gale and Fianna Fáil have altered their rhetoric to sound more nationalist after Sinn Féin 

started gaining votes in the Dáhl (The Irish parliament)”. The nature of Sinn Féin’s 

fundamental stance on not acknowledging Northern Ireland as anything else than illegally 

occupied counties, forces them to try to maintain a one party-policy of equal conduct in the 

North and the South. As the southern branch adapts to political competition, the northern 

branch must follow to some degree. It comes down to the continuity-change balance. The 

goal will in the long term be benefited most by a united party front, and thus changing the 

one-party policy becomes (despite the short-term benefits) contradictory to the cause.   

Thus, Sinn Féin are affected by competition consistent to their tactical flexibility, impact 

absorption and structure stability, or per definition, their institutional resilience.   
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5.6. Revisiting the research questions   
  

While the research questions have already been addressed, this section aims to enunciate 

them explicitly for the purpose of clarity.    

  

1) What mechanisms facilitated the pacifistic evolution and merging of Sinn Féin and the 

IRA throughout and following the transition from armed group to political party?  

  

2) How does Sinn Féin abstain from violence and what are the mechanisms developed in 

the party to resist a return to violence endorsement?  

  

3) In how far can the characteristics of institutional resilience sustain peaceful continuity?  

  

1) The pacifistic evolution and merging of Sinn Féin and the IRA were enabled 

through their approach to stability, flexibility and absorption, alias., institutional resilience 

as detailed in section 5.5., which allowed them to circumvent the risks posed to institutions 

from drastic changes. Institutional change is conventionally dictated by the intricate 

relationship between an institution and its participants, decreeing the former being 

dependent on the latter. In the case of Sinn Féin however, the institution managed to 

employ the mechanisms of institutional resilience and guide its participants through drastic 

changes, thus safeguarding the participatory embodiment and very survival of the 

institution.   

  

2) Dictated by its balancing of change and continuity, Sinn Féin continue to abstain 

from violence through the purpose rigidity and its independence from a dedicated method, 

which will be followed for as long as it is beneficial to the purpose. Since the current 

political strategy requires high attuning to public opinion, the institution is forced to be 

accommodating towards grassroot levels of society. War and violence will thus be opposed 

by all levels in the institution for as long as peaceful means are an alternative, as most 
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individuals are self-preserving and supportive of the peace process. One should mention 

here however, that the current method is made available through the GFA, and the clause 

on Irish unification through a majority vote. Thus, a distinction must be made between the 

purpose and the method, as a withdrawal of the GFA could mean a withdrawal of the 

current methods efficiency in serving the purpose. It is consequently the responsibility, and 

in the interest of all actors, to facilitate political methods and mechanisms for transitioning 

actors. Inspired by and in contrast to aforementioned findings on the inefficiency of 

incorporating clauses of transition in peace accords (Söderberg & Hatz 2016), I believe it 

would be beneficial to explore the potentials further. Clauses targeting route rather than 

outcome can be of vital concern to motivate healthy development and dynamics of 

institutional resilience in transitioned actors, which I argue to be a positive influence on 

the sustainability of the peace process.    

  

3) Sinn Féin’s mechanisms of institutional resilience enabled the institution to follow 

its purpose and goals, attuned to public opinions of peaceful continuity without threatening 

the purpose or the institution itself. The balancing of continuity and change lets the party 

transcend the contextual changes posed by Brexit to benefit the long-term strategy. 

Consequently, characteristics of institutional resilience may sustain peaceful continuity in 

transitioned actors through the separation of purpose and method, allowing for the pursuit 

of purpose through appeal rather than intimidation. Institutional resilience in transitioned 

groups is subsequently likely to benefit a sustainable peace process.  
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6.  CONCLUSIONS  
  

This thesis aimed to use the lens of institutional resilience in contribution to the debate on 

how formerly armed groups who transition into political parties following a peace process 

can avoid relapsing when challenged with contextual change. The findings support 

institutional resilience as a potential complement worthy of consideration when reviewing 

peaceful continuation of transitioned actors. In that sense, institutional resilience could 

make a valuable contribution for the theory of peace continuation, and by applying the 

concept of institutional resilience to the debate, this thesis has taken a first step towards the 

forming of a theoretical framework.   

  

Research was engaged in through a case study on successfully transitioned actor and 

political party Sinn Féin, to evaluate how well-equipped the party is to deal with contextual 

challenges posed by Brexit, years away from the GFA by utilizing the analytical framework 

of institutional resilience.  Sinn Féin withstand disturbances, provides stability and reduces 

uncertainty by displaying consistent dedication and uncompromised devotion to their 

political core purpose of a 32-county socialist Republic, and holding any other function of 

the institution accountable to this purpose. They adapt to changes in the medium and long 

term in reaction to uncertainties of external and internal changes and thus provide 

flexibility, by staying attuned to public opinion and adapt to social-political progression 

for as long as it does not affect the stability of the core purpose, to which it is ultimately 

held accountable. They absorb short notice impact without causing institutional 

participants to lose trust in the institutional setup by determining strategic measures behind 

closed doors, being flexible and learning when needed and stable and deflecting when 

afforded.  Thus, it is evident that Sinn Féin display high levels of institutional resilience in 

meeting the criteria of set definition. Balancing change and continuity along the lines of 

the public but within the boundaries of a rigid purpose, allows Sinn Féin to effectively 

mitigate risks posed to the institution from dramatic change, whether external or internal.  

Contemporary applications of these findings could be considered for other groups in 

transition, such as the FARC in Colombia who recently transformed into a political party 
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following the 2016 peace agreement and now will be facing the challenge of peaceful 

continuity. Preservation of institutional roots, complex internal systems and core values in 

combination with the facilitation of methodical changes through holistic peace accord 

incorporation and public and governmental enablement, could according to these findings 

support institutional resilience and thus encourage a sustainable peace process.  

  

This thesis has only scratched the surface of institutional resilience in relation to peace 

continuity, and the findings are inarguably case dependent as the institutional resilience of 

Sinn Féin have developed as a product of surroundings. It is realistic to assume that other 

institutions will balance change and continuity differently, but similarly, it is not unrealistic 

to expect that balance to be suitable for the same purpose. It is my hope that the case made 

in this thesis will expand the possibilities of the conceptual framework and contribute to 

theoretical understandings of peaceful continuity in transitioned actors. I encourage further 

research on the topic to exhaust all possibilities offered by institutional resilience in relation 

to sustainable peace, and to motivate the development of a theoretical framework of 

institutional resilience.   
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Appendix  
Interviewee Profiles T1 and T2  

  

This appendix aims to give nuance and width to the findings by providing short 

backgrounds and additional accounts of the interviewees. I have included it for deeper 

understanding of answers and reasonings, but also for the moving retrospect’s and 

thoughtful reflections, which would otherwise have been omitted. All accounts have been 

of great importance to me when forming by own perception of the Troubles, its 

consequences and the human faiths suffered, and I hope they can do the same for you.  
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SF1 

SF1 lives in west Belfast and was 28 at the time of the interview, working full time as a 

representative and activist of Sinn Féin according to his own words. When asked what 

being an activist entailed, he detailed being a constituency manager working with housing 

arrangements, NGO contact, social aid and interventions with for example drug deals and 

minor crimes in his constituency area. SF1 was the only one who did not agree to be 

recorded during the interview as it would break Sinn Féin policy. I take that policy to be a 

strategy of dealing with potentially harmful leaks, and while it is understandable, the blunt 

disregard for transparency and lack of trust was slightly surprising to me. SF1 realized what 

it conveyed and explained that he did not want to put his job at risk by breaking protocol.  

Again, understandable yet telling of the discipline exercised inside the organization.  

  

SF1 have been loyal to Sinn Féin since he became politically active. He rates his own 

activity level 10 on a scale from 1 to 10, as he is on standby 24/7 and objected strongly to 

me calling Sinn Féin constitutional, which I found interesting enough to incorporate it in 

upcoming interviews. According to him, Sinn Féin still works for revolution and rejects 

the constitution since it mandates subordination to the crown. Considering Northern Ireland 

to be illegally occupied he stated in PIRA-esque fashion that all would be well if “the Brits” 

were expelled.   

  

On his wall was a picture of IRA martyr Bobby Sands, the same one that decorated one 

whole façade of the building. While SF1 was highly charismatic and very kind, the activist 

spirit in him was persistent and representative of the notion of Sinn Féin that I developed 

during the course of the research. I can see why he at a relatively young age has climbed 

the latter in the organization. Being helpful he suggested we should become friends on 

Facebook in case I wanted to follow up on the interview. While we did not speak after the 

interview and has not done so since, he was very active with posting inspirational quotes, 

historical remembrance images and texts and offering tribute to fallen IRA combatants.    

  

“Every death of the Troubles was caused by the UK Government”  
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SF2  

SF2 lives in Belfast and was 60 at the time of the interview, working full time as a middle 

leader, tour guide and election agent of Sinn Féin. SF have been engaged in Sinn Féin since 

the hunger strikes in the 1980s, when he together with many other IRA combatants made 

the decision to leave the IRA and officially join Sinn Féin, despite admitting to having been 

one of those who opposed the transition at first.   

  

SF2 was recruited into military structures when he was 14 and was active in the IRA until 

he was arrested aged 18. Though he gave no direct description of his activity and 

responsibilities in the IRA, the indicated main activity of his was bomb making and bomb 

planting. SF2 was 30 when he was released from Maze prison -the main British prison for 

terrorists, after 12 years of confinement, during which he and his “comrades” spend their 

time studying political theory. He was one of the close friends of IRA martyr and Sinn Féin 

hero Bobby Sands who died during the hunger strikes and one of the escapees in the 1983 

great escape from Maze prison, depicted in the 2017 film “Maze”.   

  

Additionally, SF2 described himself as a victim and survivor, a former IRA volunteer, a 

former prisoner, a combatant and an activist in a still ongoing struggle. His view of the 

struggle as still ongoing was surprising to me, as I assumed that the issue as such had been 

put to rest with the political strategy. However, it was clear through quotes such as “There 

is no Irish border. There is an illegal British border in Ireland” and “For me this isn’t 

Northern Ireland, but the occupied six counties” that the essence of the struggle is live and 

breathing still. SF2 was thought-provoking to interview, and inspirational when 

considering the 360-turns taken when leaving the IRA for the benefit of Sinn Féin. He 

shared a rattling story and despite the crimes committed -for which he has paid, his 

determination to the peace process and will to help everyone regardless of political or 

religious belonging to a better life is admirable.  

  

“In our arrogance and youth, we thought we would have it done sooner though military force, 

but then, through political measures we got our Vietnam moment”  
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SF3  

SF3 is a primary school principal and voter of Sinn Féin. He was 48 at the time of the 

interview and now lives in a border town after being raised in Belfast during the Troubles. 

He grew up in a working-class nationalist family and moves further to the left scale of 

politics in his 20s, where it has stayed. SF3 is now fully committed to Sinn Féin but noted 

that his commitment is conditional of their current pacifist stance.   

  

SF3 brought insight on the issues they deal with closer to the border and how children will 

be affected. He was affected by the Troubles in a different way than those who took up arm 

and took distance from violence instead. He expressed rational concern on the dangers of 

rhetoric’s used by both Republicans and Unionists and shared a realistic view on Sinn Féin 

in relation to violence relapsing as he considered the event open-mindedly. SF3 reasoned 

that a majority of voters would turn away from Sinn Féin if they abandoned peace and 

concluded that a relapse for that reason would be unlikely.   

  

However, he did not grant Sinn Féin leaders the accomplishment of upholding peace but 

awarded this to Sinn Féin’s grass roots and the accountability demanded by them. Slight 

caution and distrust towards the inner circles of the party was expressed between the lines 

throughout the interview, and though he did not say, I expect SF3 to me more a hostage to 

the political stand still than a convinced believer of Sinn Féin. In saying that, defending the 

working class, and advocating the border issue while pushing for reunification and 

socialism seems to compensate SF3 for suspected shortcomings, as I think it does for many.   

  

“For me, conflict was normalized. We’ve moved on a lot, I’m glad my kids will not have to 

experience it”  
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SF4  

SF4 lives in Belfast and was 57 at the time of the interview. She works at an NGO dedicated 

to the communities in Northern Ireland but was for her vote for Sinn Féin defined 

T1(Supportive of Sinn Féin) rather than T2(neutral or opposing Sinn Féin). SF4 have 

moments of frustration with them stemming from her line of work in charity and social 

welfare, especially with youth. In her eyes, Sinn Féin are not progressive enough, and not 

nearly as engaged with youth as she meant they need to be. She even reasoned that they  

“missed the boat” with the next voting generation, and that youth must be caught by the 

system before they fall between the cracks.   

  

Working with youth criminality she knows all too much of the effects of societal exclusion, 

violence Romanization and gang culture. She wishes for Sinn Féin to engage more with 

youth, as the generation who engaged in the Troubles are in their 60s and not capable of 

starting a war, so any efforts targeting them are affectively outdated.   

  

SF4 stand close to a person who is an alleged victim of rape by the IRA and did not want 

to discuss the issue during the interview. The incident was blown up for controversy in 

media and dealt with by Sinn Féin in a way that caused significant harm to their image.  

Sharing their socialist values, she still supports Sinn Féin for “pushing against the power”, 

but considering the incident, her vote either speaks for her ability to forgive and conviction 

to their cause, or to the political Status Quo-situation in Northern Ireland, perhaps a bit of 

both.   

  

“They (Sinn Féin) are not progressive enough for me”  
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SF5  

SF5 lives in Belfast and was 25 at the time of the interview. He is a member of the youth 

wing Ógra Sinn Féin, and a student at Queens University. He has been active in Ógra Sinn 

Féin for almost 2 years and have been loyal to the party for as long as he has been politically 

active.   

  

Coming from a family with parents growing up in constant uncertainty, many arguments 

and motivations were rooted in his family rather than his own history and fits him into the 

mould of someone who is a product of transgenerational transmission. I have no doubts 

that he is whole heartedly devoted to the peace process, but still the Troubles seemed 

glamourized to him. The interview was held at a café under very casual circumstances with 

plenty of laughs and a good bit of humour. While it was disguised in jokes, he made it quite 

clear that any voter for the DUP was a rival of his. I picked up a strong sense of team 

rivalry, almost one you would expect from football culture.   

  

I think it is appropriate to compare political youth organizations to sports clubs in the sense 

that you cheer for your team. And as with football, I don’t think it’s dangerous to have 

some friendly competition, for as long as it does not descend into hooliganism. Thinking 

of the Olympic games and its peace-making properties, political youth organizations may 

even keep members of the streets through providing other outlets for frustration. Recalling 

worries of youth orchestrated violence, I can safely say that SF5 and expectedly his peers 

too, are highly unlikely to be the source of that worry.   

  

“Pride is their (Unionists) downfall, they are outdated”   
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A/NGO1  

A/NGO1 is a professor of European politics and was 51 at the time of the interview. He is 

originally from the UK mainland but has lives in Belfast for the past 20 years. While here, 

he has not developed a political opinion and have decided to remain impartial, according 

to him partially due to the strange political climate in Northern Ireland.    

  

A/NGO1 deems it extremely unlikely for Sinn Féin to become engaging actors in conflict, 

partially due to the low risk of actual conflict erupting. If they were to partake, he is 

convinced it would be through peaceful protest. He considers the populist attitude of Sinn 

Féin to be a driver of their part in the peace process and believes it to be a strong instrument 

in keeping the party on the right track. That said, he thought that Sinn Féin will have to 

balance carefully on the constitutional-revolutional scale to accommodate all rages of their 

voters, especially in border town where there is a high concentration of dissident 

Republicans with extremist views.   

  

For that reason, he would not be surprised if Sinn Féin ended up in trouble relating to for 

example vandalism and small-scale illicit activities, but on the other hand very surprised it 

they partook in violence against people. He reasoned the success of Sinn Féin to be due to 

them not holding power in parliament and not having to make difficult decisions. Because 

of that, they have been able to talk without having to prove themselves. Reflecting upon 

this, he thought it would indeed be interesting to see If decision making power would make 

or break them if they actually came to power.   

  

“This new tactic is a strong instrument in keeping the party on the right track”  
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A/NGO2  

A/NGO2 is a professor at Queens university. As he provided disclosed information on the 

security situation in Northern Ireland and requested full anonymity due to this, I have not 

disclosed his age or residency. His position as a professor at Queens was approved for 

disclosure.   

  

A/NGO2 noted several times that he was not well informed on Sinn Féin, and explained 

that to be a result of their relative secrecy compared to other public actors. On the political 

scale he places somewhere in the middle but is not dedicated to any one party. He reflected 

upon the unrequited love uniting Northern Ireland as an unwanted child of a divorce turned 

sour. With Unionist not being valued by their union and Republicans not being valued by 

the republic of Ireland, he reasoned that both communities in Northern Ireland are 

pretending as though they are wanted just to keep their fire alive.   

  

A/NGO2 was quite cautious of the security situation in Northern Ireland due to inside 

information from the PSNI security threat research board. According to them, there is 

always a threat from dissidents, but currently they are also highly interested in right wing 

extremism following Brexit, many of whom likely vote Sinn Féin for the Status Quo in 

politics. He speculated that Sinn Féin in order to satisfy all ranges of voters may have a 

hard time to stay pacifistic if war arose but clarified that it would be highly unlikely.   

  

“It makes sense to believe that Sinn Féin would be the “greatest risk” out of the political 

parties in the case of conflict”  
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A/NGO3 

A/NGO3 is a professor of political economy, lives in the outskirts of Belfast and was 54 at 

the time of the interview. He described himself humorously as a recovering politician after 

having stepped down from some years in centre-left and relatively small Green party. 

A/NGO3 reasoned that Sinn Féin have progressed for their non-violent stance in 

combination with its honouring of the IRA and that they would lose support if they or the 

IRA erupted into violence again. Sinn Féin would therefore be locked into a peaceful path 

and anyone who does not support non-violence divert into dissident groups.   

  

While he believes the dynamics between the two works pacifistically, he is convinced that 

the IRA are still in position of weaponry and that Sinn Féin are “very much intertwined 

with them still”.  He adds, that Sinn Féin are fully committed to the peace process at this 

point, but that individual supporters on the more radical spectrum have been known to act 

outside party consensus. While he supports the party’s move to politics and non-violence, 

he is somewhat more critical towards those who choose to join the party.   

  

“The truth is, that one who is attracted by Sinn Féin can clearly see that they do not 

apologize for the IRAs use of violence or their own commemoration and legitimization 

of that violence. From a security and moral perspective, what can one then say about 

those who chooses to join Sinn Féin? It is not unreasonable to believe that a supporter 

of SF would share their support of legitimizing violence.”  
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A/NGO4 

A/NGO4 is a professor of political history who specialize in EU, US and Northern Ireland 

issues, reside in Belfast and was at the time of the interview 40 years old. He has adopted 

a neutral stance in politics as he reasons it to be insensible for someone in his profession, 

though leans towards the policies of the Green party. The greatest concern of A/NGO4 in 

relation to the contextual changes posed by Brexit lies with English nationalism and the 

middle class. Reasoning that nationalistic views has been awoken and won’t be put to rest 

anytime soon, he worries more the UK as a whole than for Northern Ireland.   

  

Sinn Féin he describes as an extraordinarily effective political movement, and that their 

success rests upon having changed themselves more than the system they work in. He 

expressed esteem for the way that the institution managed to survive the 360 turns and 

dramatic changes, and pondered the mechanisms developed to accomplish such a feat. In 

line with my own views, he considers the Sinn Féin model of transition to be worthy of 

further research and a potential rode model for future transition facilitating.    

  

Being very measure when talking of a return to violence, he reasoned that extreme 

argument may be more accepted. The glorification of violence and of the Troubles are 

according to him attributes of patriarch and toxic masculinity. While the issue is not unique 

to Northern Ireland, it feeds into politics, making issue of identity and politics subjects of 

the gender dimension as well. This discussion was highly rewarding, and while the limiting 

scope of this bachelor thesis forced me to exclude it, the area of masculinity in politics and 

transmissions to culture and identity is worthy of considering for a thesis on its own.   

  

“All political issues are put in green (Irish nationalism) and orange (UK nationalism) prison”  
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A/NGO5  

A/NGO5 is the executive of a prominent peace organization developed during the Troubles 

and did not make known his age or political belonging. He was very charismatic and 

empathetic, and highly devoted the purpose of the organization.  Having experienced the 

Trouble from the side of non-combatants, he posed an interesting contrast to SF2.    

  

Seeing more gruesome effects of war than I can imagine, with losses very close to him 

personally, A/NGO5 talked of the forgotten walking wounded, people carrying 

psychological injuries which in opposite to broken bones have not healed. While he is 

supportive of the transition Sinn Féin has gone through, he is critical of their conduct and 

their commemoration of the past as it aggravates mental wounds. Looking to the high rates 

of psychological issues in Northern Ireland in relation to the rest of the UK, these walking 

wounded are undoubtedly facing difficult challenges in an environmental that does not 

facilitate healing.   

  

A/NGO5 comes from a Republican background and was remarkably sympathetic with  

Unionists and the uncertainties they face from Republican demands; “Running around 

waving the tri colours (Irish flag) would just be cruel. We need to put our heads together 

and accommodate everybody”, urging for forgiveness and togetherness rather than 

ideological crusades and sectarianism. A/NGO5 was refreshing and courage inciting to talk 

to. Knowing there are people and movements battling sectarianism and politization of 

identity, the future of Northern Ireland looks brighter already.   

   

“My uncle who was in the IRA said he wanted me to die for Ireland. My father said 

he would rather have me live for Ireland”  
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A/NGO6  

A/NGO6 is a lecturer of Philosophy with publications on inter alia impact of political 

violence of children. She was 38 at the time of the interview and as a citizen of the US she 

does not have voting rights in Northern Ireland but places herself with either the Green 

party or the alliance. A/NGO6 has lived in Belfast for 4 years but is planning to join her 

husband and children in Dublin as a strategic move for the impending issues an Irish border 

might pose to her as a non-EU citizen, and the difficulties she might face in seeing her 

children. A/NGO6 have a background in peace and conflict studies and define the current 

situation in Northern Ireland as a disagreement, one that she does not think will extend to 

a violent one.   

  

Comparing it to other post-conflict zones with experience of violence rekindling, she 

reasoned that Northern Ireland would be caught up by the global community before a real 

war could break out, and not be left behind like a state of lesser status, like Yemen.  

A/NGO6 does not think the situation will be any different post-Brexit, nor that Irish 

reunification is likely any time soon, as the climate is not ripe for violent conflict and the 

GFA is too young to have generated enough changes. Not wanting to place judgement on 

any side, A/NGO6 draws a lot on comparing cases not to generalize Sinn Féin into anything 

that the opposition would not be equally guilty of. She acknowledges to be less informed 

on Sinn Féin and the IRA but speculates that the IRA may be active in drug trafficking and 

smuggling in poorer parts of Belfast, and that Sinn Féin may be able to exercise to 

influential control over them for electoral gains. Comparing Belfast to cities in the US, she 

reasons deductively that more affected regions in Belfast confine their illicit activity and 

hinders information of them to spread, hence causing the knowledge gap on the relationship 

between Sinn Féin and the IRA.  

  

“The reason I’m leaving here is my spouse in Dublin. From an anecdotal perspective, 

with Brexit, being non-EU citizen, we couldn’t see our kids”   
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